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ABSTRACT 
If nx is the number of x 1s in a sample of size n from the distribution 
x=O,l1 •"•,k 
then the maximum likelihood estimator of si is Si=ni/ni_1• The asymptotic 
distribution of the S vector is the multivariate normal with mean s and a 
covariance matrix estimated by 
All other covariances are zero in this asymptotic distribution. 
The variance of the asymptotic normal distribution of the estimate of the 
average S=(S1+•e•+Sk)/k is readily obtained from these results. 
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Let X be a chance variable havingihe probability distribution 
for x=O,l,•••,k and suppose x1,•••,Xn are independent and distributed as X. 
Let 
nx = number x1 which are equal to x 
then the log likelihood of xl,···,xn may be written 
The maximum likelihood equations then become 
or, letting 
n(sl•••si+sl•••si+l+•••+sl•••sk) 
si (l+sl +sl 52+• .. +5152 u •sk = 0 
a =(s •••s +5 •••s +•••+s •••s )/(l+s +s s2+o••+s •••s ) i 1 i 1 i+l 1 k 1 1 1 k 
then 
n1+• ••+n. na d log L = K _ _1 = O 
d si s1 
Consequently, the maximum likelihood estimator of a1 is Ai=(n1+•••+~)/n and 
since 
then the maximum likelihood estimator of si is 
Ai-Ai+l ni 
si = A. 1-A. = ni 1 ~- ~ -
as was mentioned by Chapna.n and Robson [ 1]. 
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The average of the k estimators s1,••• 1 Sk is referred to as Jackson's 
estimate [ 2] and is widely used in fisheries work as an estimator of average 
annual mortality rate. Ue shall now compute the covariance matrix of the 
limiting distribution of s1,•••,Sk and from this obtain the variance of the 
limiting distribution of 
The inverse elements 
ii Jlog L2 
=-E C1 
d 52 
i 
and, for i< j, 
of the asymptotic covariance matrix 
ra~ no;i (l-ai) ~ 
= 
E( ni+• • ·+~) 
- ..__.._ = 
s2 
i 
s .s. 
l. J 
s2 
i 
s2 
i 
are 
This matrix llcrij II is of the same form considered in an earlier note [ 3], and 
applying those results directly to this problem we obtain the inverted matrix 
and all other covariances are zero. 
therefore asymptotically equal to 
for i=l, • • • ,k 
for i=l, • • • ,k-1 
The variance of Jackson's estimate is 
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